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The State
SAN DIEGO - A computer expert accused of swindling a Los Angeles bank out of more than $10 million is quoted as saying he has no money at all. A bondsman says the claim was made by Stanley Mark Riffkin before a bail reduction hearing. Riffkin's bail of $6 million is described by a San Diego bondsman as too high. Meanwhile, a San Diego newspaper says it believes at least three men took part in the daring wire theft of the funds of Security Pacific Bank. In a copyrighted story, the San Diego Union says that despite an FBI statement, Riffkin never met in Geneva with representatives of a Soviet diamond export firm. He allegedly bought diamonds from the firm with more than $8 million of the funds.

LOS ANGELES - The city council has joined San Francisco and New York in voting preliminary approval of an ordinance that would fine dog owners $25 when they don't clean up droppings left by their pets. The "poop-scoop" ordinance was passed 13-1 yesterday with a final vote coming next week.

SAN FRANCISCO - San Francisco voters have made it clear that they don't want marijuana laws enforced, but city law enforcement officials aren't listening. Police Chief Charles Gain says police will continue to enforce state marijuana laws, despite the passage Tuesday of an advisory measure which showed that citizens aren't very interested in marijuana law enforcement.

MONTEREY - The U.S. Coast Guard yesterday suspended its lengthy search for the 58-foot Southern California fishing boat New Elmer and a crew of four. The boat, whose home port is San Pedro, has been missing for eleven days in heavy weather about 20 miles off Monterey Bay.

SACRAMENTO - The state will award a contract to build another hydroelectric power plant to tap energy from water tumbling down the Tehachapi Mountains into Southern California.

WASHINGTON - President Carter signed the energy bill yesterday and said it will enable the U.S. to save 2.5 million barrels of oil per day by 1985. He said this is not as much as he had hoped for originally, but is what he called "a substantial basis on which to predicate future achievements." The bill did not include a variety of fuel taxes which Carter had sought. But it rewards consumers for taking energy-saving steps. It also would free most antural gas prices from controls in 1985, and allow them to rise in the meantime. After the White House ceremony Carter headed for Kansas City, Missouri, for a speech to farmers and a news conference.

WASHINGTON - A former London police inspector who guarded James Earl Ray when he fled the U.S. to Britain testified yesterday before the House Assassinations Committee. Alexander Eist said Ray never actually told of pulling the trigger on civil rights leader Martin Luther King in Tennessee. But he said Ray told of throwing away the gun used, mentioning that he panicked. Eist also said Ray, who confessed and then denied the killing, mentioned in a rambling manner a conspiracy to assassinate King.

WASHINGTON - A dozen senators of both parties left Washington yesterday on a trip to the Soviet Union, at the Kremlin's invitation, to visit Leningrad and Minak as well as Moscow. Democrat Abraham Ribicoff of Connecticut says the purposes of the trip include a review of Soviet-U.S. relations and the promotion of detente.

WASHINGTON - An anti-gun organization filed suit yesterday to stop the Defense Department from selling surplus rifles; exclusively to members of the Nationall Rifle Association. The field director for the "National Coalition to Ban Handguns" said the 70-year-old requirement does not make sense and is discriminatory.

The Nation
CARACAS - Venezuela says Kuwait's oil minister will arrive in Caracas next week for four days of talks with President Carlos Andres Perez, Oil Minister Valentín Hernandez and other officials. The Kuwait oil minister is currently the president of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.

VATICAN CITY - Pope John Paul II has expressed his support for the centuries-old doctrine of celibacy for Roman Catholic priests. He says the ban on marriage for priests reinforces the sense of "unique vocation."

LAUGHEARNE, WALES - The residents of the Welsh Village of Laughearnie took no notice. But elsewhere in the homeland of poet Dylan Thomas, the 25th anniversary of his death drew widespread attention. And the Times of London said: "Throughout Wales, poems and pints will be recited and drunk in his honor."

TEHRAN - The Iranian capital of Tehran was calm under heavy military guard yesterday. And the new military government is stepping up a campaign which it says is aimed at rooting out corruption. Many former government officials have been arrested so far. One of them is an ex-prime minister.

MOSCOW - Dow Chemical's representative in Moscow, Leo Sonner of Campbell, New York, underwent questioning by Soviet authorities yesterday in connection with a traffic accident. He's under orders not to leave the Soviet Union during the investigation.

PARIS - A 90-year-old spent his birthday quietly yesterday in his home on the outskirts of Paris while French President Giscard D'Estaing and West German Chancellor Schmidt praised him. The older is Jean Monnet, considered "the Father of Europe" for work on behalf of European unity now exemplified in such things as the European Community.
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Seawall Project Awaits Coastal Commission Approval of Permit

BY MEG MCCANDLESS

Plans for both the 150 foot seawall and the proposed 3,240 foot seawall designed to combat bluff erosion on Del Playa, are continuing there is still no governmental input before construction can begin. Approval for the 100 foot seawall in the 700 block of Del Playa Drive was given by the County Board of Supervisors Oct. 5.

According to Isla Vista Community Council member Amy Hodgett, the decision now rests with Carl Hetrick, staff director of the Coastal Commission. Hodgett said, "It is within Hetrick's jurisdiction to grant an emergency permit."

The Environmental Defense Center, represented by Michael Cox, opposing the 150 foot seawall on behalf of South Central Coast, Scenic Shoreline Preservation, Los Padres Chapter of the Sierra Club, IVPAR, and Isla Vista Community Council, opposed the project.

According to Cox, last week IPVAR turned down a request to build a 150 foot seawall on their property. IPVAR concluded that no emergency exists, and that this sand now belongs to the public and the seawall can't be built on public property.

Cox also noted that the EDC is now looking into alternatives to the seawall. The alternative is beach replenishment. According to Cox, the County Flood Control Department offers free sand for projects of this type.

Cox said, "We feel this should be considered as an alternative to the 100 foot seawall. The new sand would absorb the wave action from any storms this winter. This is a viable alternative, and we feel it should be considered."

Another alternative to be considered is that of a breakwater which would be built a mile out to absorb the wave action before it reaches the beach.

According to Cox, the position of the Environmental Defense Center on the 150 foot seawall is: "The beach is a very important asset, and the ability of people to walk on the beach is paramount. We are willing to cooperate with property owners in looking for an alternative to the seawall. We will not give up the beach. We will take whatever legal remedies are necessary to assure that the public's right to the beach will not be infringed upon by private interests."

The 3,200 foot seawall will require an Environmental Impact Report before it can be approved. Unlike the 100 foot seawall, the 3,200 foot seawall is not considered allowing (Please turn to p. 15, col. 1)

Leg Council Mandates Letter to Oppose U.S. Support of Shah

BY MICHELLE TOGUT

Leg Council unanimously adopted a proposal opposing the influx of U.S. military and financial support into the regime of Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi of Iran at their meeting Wednesday night.

The proposal mandates that "Leg Council draft a letter to_strength our support in student affairs, thus invalidating the election."
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Support the Shah?

Iranian students and supporters marching outside the UCen bring the atrocities happening overseas a little closer to home. They’re not going to let us forget that there are more than just those who are suffering in Iran.

Yet, the Carter Administration has already decided what America can do for the Iranian troubles—support the Shah in “any moves he decides to make.”

A military government has taken control, people can be shot with ease—yet the United States of America, home of “freedom and righteousness,” is supporting these moves he decides to make.

The whole story may not be clear, but what is evident is that there are a lot of mad, frustrated people who are dealing with their government the only way they know how, and we as a nation should keep our noses and our one-sided, blanket support out of Iran.

It must be obvious that quick judgements made on an economic basis when dealing with human emotions will only add to the confusion. All aspects of the situation should be studied more and then our opinion might be warranted and “justified.”

Budget Slashing

Before the next fiscal year, the administration of UCSB must cut 1.3 million from the school’s budget. The reason for the cut lies in the passage of proposition 13 which swept into law in June. Oftentimes, a program of great merit faces extinction when cuts such as the one currently on the board become necessary.

Due to this “budget slashing,” the faculty and our administrators, it would be a commendable act on their part if they were to solicit the advice and input of “non-administrators.” Considering that if everyone’s opinion were to be considered the cuts would never be completed in time, perhaps an advisory board would be helpful. This action could help the administration in more than one way. Not only would the advisory board be helpful in that it could relay the feelings of others to the budget cutters, the advisory board would also be a sign to those outside the administration that an effort was being made to improve relations between what has historically been an “us and them” situation.

Any move of the sort explained above would be hailed as part of a solution to a problem prevalent at most campuses, that being a lack of student input in decisions made by administrators who are out of touch with the feelings of “non-administrators.”

Students Against Construction

Since the opening of school, several students have found their traditional path of riding, or walking to school in the morning blocked by campus facilities or the repair of earthquake damaged old facilities. One such area of construction, and disarray, was the path passing in front of Snidecor Hall.

A few weeks ago a sign defacing the half-completed overpass was found saying, “Students Against Campus Construction.” Perhaps this sign should have included the signature, “Students Against Facilities for the Handicapped” since the overpass, due to be completed over the winter break, is for the safety of pedestrians and the handicapped.

For years, the area around Snidecor, as well as other areas of campus, have been extremely hazardous for both pedestrians and the handicapped. It is about time that construction of projects with other people than those who are responsible for the overpass to be built is a good idea, not only for the handicapped, but for everyone concerned.

DONESBURY

Editor, Daily Nexus:

For several years the American government has been supplying the Shah of Iran with massive amounts of armaments—and for this reason US relations with our friends and allies have been under observation. Yet, even the most hopeful observers have wondered what the Shah could possibly do with all those armaments. NOW, TOO LATE, the answer lies in the cold earth of newly dug graves.

More than 10,000 Iranian men, women, and children are dead because the Shah had his way. Because of the stockpile of American-made armaments available with which to kill them.

In my estimation, it is nothing less than absolute folly for any intelligent citizen (and yes, in my opinion; college students are intelligent people) to deliberately ignore a clear and distinct order of a law enforcement officer to disperse and leave the area of disturbance. I am sure, the order was repeated a number of times; otherwise, Ms. Carey probably would part of it in her letter, so it appears the order was heard. To stay in a form of protest in absurd, and promotes even more confusion.

The place to protest seemingly being the police overexertion is not in the courtroom, not in the street.

On the subject of police construction, it must be said that police officers entered the area of a disturbance to disperse or restore order. This is of necessity a rough task when individuals causing the disorder resist or choose to escalate the conflict further. It is true that some officers perform this task with a little less tact (and yes, restraint) than others, however I know (once again, from personal experience) how difficult it is to control a person who is resisting violently, and in my opinion, the more long I have in such situations the better.

I feel the need to remind you, Ms. Carey, that even police officers are recruited from the human race. They have feelings just like anyone else, they have feelings just like anyone else, and they make mistakes just like anyone else. Law enforcement is at best a difficult profession, and is sometimes an almost impossible one in such situations as the one which occurred on Del Playa that Saturday. As mentioned before, I do not really expect you to change your mind, or anyone else’s for that matter. Please think about that. It is all too easy to make apologizes for having written such a long letter, and I hope someone will get something of value out of it.

Name withheld by request

Influence in Iran

Editor, Daily Nexus:

I have been a student at UCSB for quite a while, but this is the first time I have ever written to the Nexus. I would like to respond to Shelia Carey’s letter of November 1 concerning the recent “mini-riot” on Del Playa. I really do not expect to change anyone’s mind with this letter, however I am compelled to write. It was not on Del Playa last Saturday night, however I do know something about police work and police tactics in such situations. I have been in one true riot situation, your perceptive is as one of those club-wielding “thugs” beating people up for the fun of it.

In her letter, Ms. Carey makes it sound as if the police were lying in wait, chortling to themselves as they “picked off” unsuspecting, innocent people. From all news accounts of the incident, it appears that Fred Patrol officers entered the area in response to a call of a loitering person, and the situation escalated from there after a shower of rocks and bottles. I have been the target of a thrown bottle or two myself, and I know from personal experience that a broken bottle is very definitely a deadly weapon.

It seems only natural that when 40 officers are eventually called in to handle a disorderly crowd of 600 people, they would stay together and act as a unit, this is, of course, the standard procedure.

What was remarkable about the Del Playa incident to me was that a relatively large number of people were eventually arrested. According to Shelia, accounts may were arrested for fairly common crimes (disturbing the peace, public intoxication, etc.). In her letter, Ms. Carey complains that the police were “Founding on us like we’re common criminals.”

Ms. Carey, those police students are intelligent people to deliberately ignore a clear and distinct order of a law enforcement officer to disperse and leave the area of disturbance. I am sure, the order was repeated a number of times; otherwise, Ms. Carey probably would part of it in her letter, so it appears the order was heard. To stay in a form of protest in absurd, and promotes even more confusion.

The place to protest seemingly being the police overexertion is not in the courtroom, not in the street.

On the subject of police construction, it must be said that police officers entered the area of a disturbance to disperse or restore order. This is of necessity a rough task when individuals causing the disorder resist or choose to escalate the conflict further. It is true that some officers perform this task with a little less tact (and yes, restraint) than others, however I know (once again, from personal experience) how difficult it is to control a person who is resisting violently, and in my opinion, the more long I have in such situations the better.

I feel the need to remind you, Ms. Carey, that even police officers are recruited from the human race. They have feelings just like anyone else, they have feelings just like anyone else, and they make mistakes just like anyone else. Law enforcement is at best a difficult profession, and is sometimes an almost impossible one in such situations as the one which occurred on Del Playa that Saturday. As mentioned before, I do not really expect you to change your mind, or anyone else’s for that matter. Please think about that. It is all too easy to make apologizes for having written such a long letter, and I hope someone will get something of value out of it.

Name withheld by request

Hunger Project Fast

Editor, Daily Nexus:

On Tuesday, November 14, more than two hundred thousand people throughout the nation will participate in the second annual Hunger Project Fast. The Santa Barbara and UCSB/Isla Vista committees of the Hunger Project invite the public to join us as an expression of their commitment to ending hunger and starvation on our planet.

The Hunger Project sees our responsibility as being one of aligning the forces in the world to end hunger and starvation within our lifetime. We believe that our planet cannot produce enough food to feed its population, that hunger is inevitable, that starvation keeps the population in balance that it would just too too much money to feed everyone, and that there are no solutions to the problem of world hunger. We believe that the most important step we can take to ending world hunger is to obtain the will and commitment of the people. Until enough people are coming to the table, and until enough people commit themselves to doing something about it. (Please turn to page 5, col. 1)
submitted in 1977, both were either rejected or ignored. But Leg Council continued its support of the transfer and requested initial transfer of money. Bob Lorden approved a $2,000 withdrawal. (There has been a policy change in interest is now collected on large deposits.)

Withdrawal of funds from banks like the Bank of America and the Chartered Bank of London is an important political statement. These banks, as well as many American corporations, have enormous amounts of money invested in South African interests. These investments support the South African regime, which in turn advocates the apartheid system. (Apartheid is state-supported violence.)

In this system, Black South Africans cannot own land, cannot vote, cannot join labor unions and cannot enter white-only areas. The income of the White South you are unstuck in fools. O.K. so it’s not 1968 and there making a difference. There’s something missing. I felt it gone from the air this Wednesday as some students tried to organize a protest rally against apartheid government and the unjust, perhaps unconstitutional, arrest of 28 U.C Berkeley students who had protested against the system. About 30 people showed... boring. Shit. If you know something is wrong, humanity wrong who don’t you get out there and respond, lend some support? If you don’t you and the people who have put their energy into giving you the chance will look like fools. O.K. so it’s not 1968 and isn’t something as incredibly blatant as a war. Those times are gone. These are different times. Are we not human beings though? Inhuman things still happen. The least we can do is show those that persist in those things that we are not stupid apathetic and selfish. If it takes marching for some simple public then let’s do it. Don’t feel that you are unstuck in the world over for their original approach to jazz/rock fusion. The strongest, most innovative album yet by a CATHERINE STALDER. The strongest, most innovative album yet by a CATHERINE STALDER.

Strongest, most innovative album yet by a important political gesture by the Bank of America. Therefore, the CUAA would like to thank Leg Council for making an important political gesture by withdrawing funds that support a racist system.

Julia Green

Editor, Daily Nexus:

In this system, Black South Africans cannot own land, cannot vote, cannot join labor unions and cannot enter white-only areas. The income of the White South Africans therefore is 13 times higher than the Black South African’s income. An average of 3 Black miners die on every work shift. The South African regime rests upon this system of near-slavery with the support of many American corporations. Campuses United Against Apartheid (CUAA) is fighting against corporate support of the South African regime by educating the public declaring boycotts and urging divestments of savings from banks like the Bank of America. Therefore, the CUAA would like to thank Leg Council for making an important political gesture by withdrawing funds that support a racist system.
The Montessori School Symposium
For Creative Arts to be Held

By CAROLYN GOLDFAPER
The Montessori Center School is sponsoring a symposium focusing on Creative Arts for Children, this weekend Friday, Nov. 10 and Saturday, Nov. 11, to educate parents and teachers on new methods available to teach children different aspects of art. Several workshops and lecture demonstrations in the areas of art, drama, fiber creativity, puppets and storytelling, music, creative writing and dance and creative movement will be taught by various talented instructors.

Margaret McEvey, director of the Montessori Center School in Santa Barbara, commented that the workshops "will provide enrichment for the Montessori staff. Anyone, however, is welcome to attend.

Dr. Betty Edward, a prominent doctor of education will be speaking on research on how the right hemisphere of the brain is related to art and perception skills. Both halves of the brain have separate purposes and many times a person has more potential in the right hemisphere than they make use of. Edward's lecture entitled "Gaining Access to the Creative Potential of the Right Hemisphere," will inform parents, teachers and students as to how to tap resources in the right hemisphere to enhance one's drawing ability. Her lecture, mainly informative will introduce her theories and ideas.

Ursula Throck will be offering an informative lecture on "The Development of Imagination." Her emphasis will be on the two year old to the high school student. Throck works at the Montessori School in Half Moon Bay which is one of the two Montessori Schools which teaches on the high school and junior high school levels.

There are a number of locations on campus on which construction is being done in order to build or improve needed structures, as well as to make repairs on such things as bike paths.

Two new building are being constructed this year on campus, the UCem II and the new Events Facility. Undergoing a staff upgrading is the Chemistry Building on the east end of campus. What were once open air corridors along its southern and northern sides are now being taught on the high school and junior high school levels.

There is a $25 fee for the weekend Friday, $20 if only Friday's symposium is attended and $10 for the participation only on Saturday. Registration information can be obtained by calling the Montessori School, 682-5646, or dropping by at 3870 La Colina Road. Already 35 staff members of the school and 15 other people have registered. The workshops will enroll about 30 people, however lectures can hold students. This extensive symposium should definitely be a success.
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Two new building are being constructed this year on campus, the UCem II and the new Events Facility. Undergoing a staff upgrading is the Chemistry Building on the east end of campus. What were once open air corridors along its southern and northern sides are now being taught on the high school and junior high school levels.

There is a $25 fee for the weekend Friday, $20 if only Friday's symposium is attended and $10 for the participation only on Saturday. Registration information can be obtained by calling the Montessori School, 682-5646, or dropping by at 3870 La Colina Road. Already 35 staff members of the school and 15 other people have registered. The workshops will enroll about 30 people, however lectures can hold students. This extensive symposium should definitely be a success.
Hot Buttered Rum and the Thrill of Skiing

BY KARLIN LILLINGTON

Living the 'Lazy' Ski Bum's Life

At first, when viewed from a distance, they look &

m

winter months are spent searching out jobs that

iNcuasiopajlysoar to 14 degrees.

wUkkeeyrithem close to the slopes, or if that isn't

and ski the final two weeks. “Greg Campbell. “If that doesn't work out I'll work

paratfeltogdown the icy peaks.

work specifically to earn money to go skiing,” he

the first week of vacation, maybe in a restaurant,

taking Winter quarter off to go live in Snowbird.

Greg and his roommate are presently considering

...$100.00 per season

DONT MISS OUR

ANNUAL SKI FASHION SHOW

at the EL PASEO on THURSDAY, NOV. 16th, 8pm

Featuring Styles from BOGNER, WHITE STAG & SKYR

(STOP BY ALL-AMERICAN FOR DETAILS)

ALL-AMERICAN FEATURES A COMPLETE SKI SERVICE AND REPAIR DEPARTMENT

Skil Equipment Rental Prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>1 day</th>
<th>add'l day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rossignol &amp; Lange</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Rental Skis</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with Poles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lange Buckle Boots</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Ski Poles</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ski Car Rack</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jr. Skis, Boots &amp;</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jr. Boots</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denon Skis</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELEASE CHECK on Rental Skis</td>
<td>$1.00 per pair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEASON RENTAL - Skis, Boots, Poles - All New Equipment $100.00 per season (Now through Easter Holiday)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEASON BOOT RENTAL - Lange Specter $15.00 per season (Now through Easter Holiday)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakage Insurance Fee</td>
<td>$1.00 per season (Now through Easter Holiday)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Top Quality Equipment

SKIS
Rossignol, Hecel, K-2

BOOTS
Nordica, Garmon, Lange

BINDINGS
Look, Salomon, Burt

24 HOUR SNOW PHONE
(805) 962-1333

Swift...Frozen Fever

Spotlight... Frozen Fever
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Detroit, Michigan, home of the motor city industry, is a multi-faceted
business symbolizing a purple heart medal to those who have bitten the
powder in an accident. Namedropping skiers often camouflage the sleeves
of their down parkas with patches of the resorts they have visited. Some
forget to take the racks off their cars during the summer. Others just talk
about it all the time.

And it is expensive. Chuck Loring, an owner of the Fieldhouse, a sports
clothing store in Santa Barbara, estimates that an avid skier, spending about
38 days a year on the slopes, spends at least $390 dollars a season on
clothes alone. That fails to include the expenses of traveling, lodging,
equipment, and those overpriced burgers sold in the lounges.

“...I never have put on a pair of ski’s in my life,” confesses Loring. “It’s too
economical.”

But the pastime continues to grow. Even cross country skiing is
booming. In 1967 22,000 pairs of the Phony skis were either imported or
made in the USA, while 1977 tallied over a million. According to a survey by
Ski Magazine, 2,000,000 people have taken up cross country in the last five
years alone.

The average age of the intrepid back country voyager is 27.8 years old
and has an average income of $17,000 dollars per year. 85 percent own their
equipment, 44 percent are backpackers, 47 percent are runners, and 37
percent own today’s cross country gear play tennis. Wild.

Even amateurs and blind people ski. Amateurs have special poles with
little ski’s attached while those who are blind hire guides to lead them
down the slopes.

In Vermont, grass skiing is the rage. Multi-weathered skis with
engineered suspension systems roll the individual over the blades.
People can’t get enough of it even though three out of every 2000 skiers
become a national statistic by injuring themselves. Emergency room waiting lines at hospitals neighboring resorts can linger over five hours on
holidays.

But it is culture, and in this special issue of the Nexus, the focus is skiing.

W. P. 1
Accidents on Ski Slopes
Shorten Vacations, Funds

By W. PETER ILIFF

Skiing is down glaciers or bunny slopes is great fun until you stem christie into a bottomless crevice or the tow rope. A single plummets can do wonders for one's afternoon itinerary.

It is of common agreement that a mangled body is not only rather painful, but inconvenient in terms of long waiting lines at hospital emergency rooms, medical bills, time lost from work, and a whole row of sudden realities that arise from a ski accident.

Immobilization in a cast can completely nullify the gallant efforts of any deodorant. Showers are nothing to look forward to when wrapped in a plastic baggie attempting to keep the doctor's plaster sculpture from disintegrating. Crutches, which demand full attention of one's hands, can make a real problem out of opening that can of Campbell's Soup, let alone disintegrating. Crutches, which demand full attention of one's hands, can make a real problem out of opening that can of Campbell's Soup, let alone disintegrating. Crutches, which demand full attention of one's hands, can make a real problem out of opening that can of Campbell's Soup, let alone disintegrating.

The aftermath of inconveniences is obviously a nasty prospect after bashing off a tree on the slopes, but first, somebody has to find you. Vice President of the UCSB Ski Club, Bill "Woody" Woods, was once a member of the National Ski Patrol.

"You could be out there for hours," admits Woods. "If you were skiing alone, hopefully a pal would realize your absence and send help. If nothing comes up, the sheriff and the fire department would realize your absence and send help. If nothing comes up, the sheriff and the fire department would realize your absence and send help. If nothing comes up, the sheriff and the fire department would realize your absence and send help. If nothing comes up, the sheriff and the fire department would realize your absence and send help."

"Usually carrying the back end of the rescue toboggan, Woods always tried to "keep victims from thinking." Once down the slope, the injured are taken to the Patrol Room where they are asked to fill out forms. The Ski Patrol has no ambulance service, so mangled skiers are usually transferred to hospitals via the back of a companion's automobile.

"We usually get a bundle after Thanksgiving," explains DeBeixedon, speaker. "People are becoming better skiers and are now going too fast," says the Director. "They try to do aerofoil without knowing how and splatter all over the snow."

"The aftermath of inconveniences..." (538x1162)

"The aftermath of inconveniences..." (538x1162)
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According to Goleta General Hospital, a simple fracture of the lower leg will, even without staying overnight, cost "several hundred dollars."

"People are becoming better skiers and are now going too fast," says the Director. "They try to do aerofoil without knowing how and splatter all over the snow."
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Getting in Shape Essential to Ski Fantasy

Dream Bubble is Dangerously Susceptible to Puncture

Bunnies and Peter rabbits. But the Dream Bubble is Dangerously Susceptible to Puncture unless one Takes Certain Measures Against Mishap.

Get Your Tire Chained at a STUDY DISCOUNT Price

NORDICA

For extra long life and resiliency, the 1000's "long-short" secret is a responsive ski. For extra long life and resiliency, the 1000's "long-short" secret is a responsive ski.

The 1200 gives you the quickness, carving and holding of a slalom ski, yet it's easy to turn. You'll find the 1200, like all Pre Skis, to be a longer lasting, more responsive ski, thanks to its glass-wrapped, solid wood core construction.

Pre 1000 Series, gives you the best of both the longer and shorter ski. The 1200 Series, a high-performance, normal length ski that's responsive on all kinds of snow and terrain. The 1200 is classically cut like a slalom ski, yet it is round enough to work in a center, a medium flex and firm torque.

The 1200 Series, a high-performance, normal length ski that's responsive on all kinds of snow and terrain. The 1200 is classically cut like a slalom ski, yet it is round enough to work in a center, a medium flex and firm torque.

Demetre Ski sweaters have been the official choice of the U.S. Olympic Alpine Ski Team since 1964. Every sweater carries the famous woolmark label, your assurance of quality tested products. The 1200 Series, a high-performance, normal length ski that's responsive on all kinds of snow and terrain. The 1200 is classically cut like a slalom ski, yet it is round enough to work in a center, a medium flex and firm torque.

The 1200 Series, a high-performance, normal length ski that's responsive on all kinds of snow and terrain. The 1200 is classically cut like a slalom ski, yet it is round enough to work in a center, a medium flex and firm torque.

For extra long life and resiliency, the 1000's "long-short" secret is a responsive ski. For extra long life and resiliency, the 1000's "long-short" secret is a responsive ski.

Roffe Warm-Ups

Our Cure for Uncommon Cold

Sometimes you need extra protection from the cold and the snow. That's the time to slip on a pair of Roffe warm-ups. They're constructed with a breathable lining that keeps you warm but not overheated. Most importantly, they leave you terrific freedom of movement. They're available in the same fantastic colors and fabric as Roffe parkas so you can team them up to make ski outfits.

Come in and see our great selection now while the getting is good.

The show's still on its way, but our new Roffe's are here now

Come on in now and take a good look at our fabulous new collection of Roffe wear. Great new colors, exciting new designs. Don't just ski like a pro, look like a pro. Get it all together in a great new outfit from Roffe. See for yourself while we have the broadest possible selection.

DEMETER EXCLUSIVE AT COWLAND'S

The complete line of Demetre and Roffe skiwear is exclusively available now at Cowland's Sports.

Demetre Ski sweaters have been the official choice of the U.S. Olympic Alpine Ski Team since 1964. Every sweater carries the famous woolmark label, your assurance of quality tested products. The 1200 Series, a high-performance, normal length ski that's responsive on all kinds of snow and terrain. The 1200 is classically cut like a slalom ski, yet it is round enough to work in a center, a medium flex and firm torque.

The 1200 gives you the quickness, carving and holding of a slalom ski, yet it's easy to turn. You'll find the 1200, like all Pre Skis, to be a longer lasting, more responsive ski, thanks to its glass-wrapped, solid wood core construction.

Pre 1000 Series, gives you the best of both the longer and shorter ski. The 1200 Series, a high-performance, normal length ski that's responsive on all kinds of snow and terrain. The 1200 is classically cut like a slalom ski, yet it is round enough to work in a center, a medium flex and firm torque.

The 1000's "long-short" secret is combining a slightly wider tip and waist with the conventional tail width of a slalom ski. The 1200 gives you the quickness, carving and holding of a slalom ski, yet it's easy to turn. You'll find the 1200, like all Pre Skis, to be a longer lasting, more responsive ski, thanks to its glass-wrapped, solid wood core construction.

Pre 1000 Series, gives you the best of both the longer and shorter ski. The 1200 Series, a high-performance, normal length ski that's responsive on all kinds of snow and terrain. The 1200 is classically cut like a slalom ski, yet it is round enough to work in a center, a medium flex and firm torque.

The 1000's "long-short" secret is combining a slightly wider tip and waist with the conventional tail width of a slalom ski. The 1200 gives you the quickness, carving and holding of a slalom ski, yet it's easy to turn. You'll find the 1200, like all Pre Skis, to be a longer lasting, more responsive ski, thanks to its glass-wrapped, solid wood core construction.

Pre 1000 Series, gives you the best of both the longer and shorter ski. The 1200 Series, a high-performance, normal length ski that's responsive on all kinds of snow and terrain. The 1200 is classically cut like a slalom ski, yet it is round enough to work in a center, a medium flex and firm torque.
Gaining Popularity

Little-Known Ski Team and Club Arm to Satisfy Campus Interests

By PAUL ENGLISH

UCSB is renowned among the UC campuses for more than its fair share of surf and sun. The mild climate has fostered excellent outdoor teams in such sports as volleyball, swimming, and tennis. Few are aware, however, that a sport is rapidly gaining popularity on campus which is usually the specialty of snow-clad Colorado and Oregon universities: skiing.

Two skiing organizations now exist on campus: the Ski Club and the Ski Team. The Ski Team, as part of the Southern California Inter-Collegiate Skiing Association (SCICSA), has received top awards in individual and group competition.

Last year, the women's team was the top all-around performers in the league. The top first and second individual competitors were also in this team. The team as a whole placed third in the league, which is composed of twenty U.C. and California State Universities.

The Ski Team is off to a good start this year since this is the first time it has had a professional coach. The new arrival is Coach David Bradley, who is now conducting tryouts for seating in competition.

The Ski Team has received top awards in individual and group competition.

Joanne Swann, one of the presidents of the team, attributes the lack of recognition to a publicity problem. "There is really a lot of interest in skiing on campus, but the team is just not well known. We don't really get enough publicity."

The team is off to a good start this year since this is the first time it has had a professional coach. The new arrival is Coach David Bradley, who is now conducting tryouts for seating in competition.

Joanne Swann, one of the presidents of the team, attributes the lack of recognition to a publicity problem. "There is really a lot of interest in skiing on campus, but the team is just not well known. We don't really get enough publicity."

The ski team is off to a good start. The UCSC ski team has repeatedly won first and second place in the league. The top first and second individual competitors were also in this team. The team as a whole placed third in the league, which is composed of twenty U.C. and California State Universities. The team is off to a good start this year since this is the first time it has had a professional coach. The new arrival is Coach David Bradley, who is now conducting tryouts for seating in competition.

The Ski Team is currently training with two lengthy workouts a week here on campus. After Christmas vacation, racing clinics at June and Mammoth Mountains will start. With over fifty skiers trying out for positions, competition should be tough.

"All skiing competition should be taken in good spirit," remarks Joanne. "We are all out here to help each other in our racing technique."

The seating on the team is in separate leagues. By competing in non-competitive skiing, the ski club invites you to join them on trips to California and out-of-state ski resorts. Newly formed this year, the club already boasts of some 150 members.

John Teafliner, president of the club, relates how the organization got its start. "I used to be on the Ski Team, but I realized that I really enjoyed skiing more for its recreational than competitive aspects. Then I ran into Woody Woods, who had been president of a ski club in high school. We decided that there was a great potential interest in a club which would specialize in group rates."

They were right. At the first meeting over 300 interested students poured into the classroom to find more about the club. With only $5 annual dues, any student can join and share in group-rate savings. A ten percent discount for the Field House in La Cumbre Plaza is also available to members.

To get extra funds for down deposits on transportation, lodging, and famous ski club refreshments, the club has sponsored various films throughout the year. On Nov. 20th, "Skiing a la Carte," the latest in the series, will be shown in Lotte Lehman Hall. To relieve any tensions of members who "just don't know what to wear" as they ski through the fresh powder on Mammoth, the next meeting is slated for Jan. 26-28, are scheduled for skiing Mammoth Mountain. On Feb. 16-19, a trip to Taos, New Mexico, is planned.

If you are interested in finding more about the club, and other activities planned for the year, the next meeting is slated for Jan. 26-28, are scheduled for skiing Mammoth Mountain. On Feb. 16-19, a trip to Taos, New Mexico, is planned.
Out on the Weekend: Saga of a Not Ready for Prime Time Skiier

RICH PERLOFF

I've always been a bit stubborn; you know, I just didn't like taking lessons to learn anything I figured I could just as easily pick up on my own. For this reason, I can (if I so choose) call myself a self-made tennis player, a self-made golfer, and among other things, a self-made skier. It is this final distinction which has failed to serve me in good stead.

Oh, yeah, I had a friend with me the first time out; somebody who could demonstrate the fine points of snowplowing, but after my first jarring spill, he was gone in a flurry of snow and a fit of laughter, and I was alone in a sea of mirrored lenses; left to my own devices.

A few days on the slopes of picturesque Big Bear, California had me convinced that Franz Klammer would shortly be within my sights, so, ignorant of the perils of ski vacations, myself and an equally naive friend packed the car up and hit the road for Salt Lake City, Utah.

Thirteen and one-half hours, a whole lot of gas, a few MacDonald's stops, and an emergency roadside relief stop or two later, we rolled into the downtown Salt Lake Motel Six parking lot, paid our whole trip's lodging in advance, and collapsed in the tiny but well heated room for the anxious sleep which was to precede our first day of "big time" skiing.

Our first few minutes on the road the next morning should have alerted us as to how the trip was destined to go.

It's really hard for us California born and raised folks to grasp a concept like tire chains. I mean, we always had them in the trunk on the way to Big Bear, but who knew how to put the damn things on? Judging from the amused stares of locals as they passed my friend and myself on the side of the road, getting our Sunday best ski togs covered with dirty brown sludge, just about everybody but us knew how.

Even after getting the chains to fit around the tires, we had to continue to the ski resort at a snail-like 15 MPH because a few links of chain were loose and flapping against the inside of the rear fender guard, a situation which hardly facilitated rapid progress (and doesn't bode well for the trunk of the car either, which now has a rather unsightly hole in its underside).

Snowbird at last! And what a gorgeous ski resort it was. Surrounded by majestic trees in the middle of the snow laden Little Cottonwood Canyon, Snowbird is a skier's dream come true, especially when all of the college students in Utah (pronounced UTE-uhh by natives) are in the midst of finals, and the slopes are virtually empty.

Needless to say, it was with great anticipation that we two intrepid Southern California hot dogs hit the (Please turn to p.12, col.1)
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Don't Lose Out On This Super Sale Dodger All-Purpose Shorts 40% off through November

The Winning Woman Athletic Footwear 813 State Street/The Piccadilly Square
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This Ski Season take an * to the Top

OLYMPUS 35RC

Famous Maker SKI PARKAS & VESTS ALWAYS

30 - 40% OFF Suggested Retail Price

Wide Selection of Latest Styles in Down or Polyester Fibrefill

The Clothes Arbor

5180 Hollister, Magnolia Center e 10:30-6 Mon-Sat e 964-7921
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Goleta Sports Center 10% off ENTIRE STOCK SKI CLOTHING

purchased before Thanksgiving (see ad on page 10)

University Village Plaza, Goleta 685-1295
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This Ski Season take an * to the Top

OLYMPUS 35RC

566 Calle Real, Goleta CA 93017-967-5621
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Don't Lose Out On This Super Sale Dodger All-Purpose Shorts 40% off through November

The Winning Woman Athletic Footwear 813 State Street/The Piccadilly Square
Salt Lake City Ski Slope Slip-up

(Continued from p.11)

slopes, and made more than a few terribly disconcerting discoveries about skiing elsewhere than in the Los Angeles area. For one thing, everyone in Utah knew how to ski! Utah folks skied vertically, and it seems like miles at the disem­barking point, and you actually have to use a bit of self-propulsion to get away from them. After being bashed in the small of the back by the chairs a few times, I found that a "quick and desensitizing" type movement to either side kept me clearer.

The worst thing by far, however, was the complexity of runs and trails as compared to local areas. Now look, when I get on an "inter­mediate" run, I expect it to remain that just; surprises I can do without. So here I am at Snowbird, still a bit in awe of the locals, traversing along this smooth run called "Bassackwards." Suddenly, my companions makes a sharp right turn and motions for me to follow. Oh, no, pal, not me, I'm wise to that game. I've learned it here, I'm at the chairlift. So I can handle what it is. I'm not trying right where I can handle it. What I didn't know about / and apparently my friend didn't, was that Bassackwards runs itself smack into a little run called "Gadooks" about halfway down. You think that's a dumb name? You're dead wrong. If Shakespeare had written a script based on a ski trip, and someone had come upon anything like this run, that's what someone would have said. Since the Snowbird establishment is only a few years old, however, I'm surprised the establishment isn't called "Oh, shit," or something to that effect.

Let me tell you about this ski run. There were moguls so big that if I had fallen at the base of one and tumbled, I would have had three weeks of air reconnaissance and a battle at Saint Bernard to find me again. Half rolling, half walking, I did manage to get away from God's couriers, only to find my friend waiting at the end of the slope, trying his best not to laugh, and waving his spectacular-looking tickets in my face.

"Hey," he said. "We're going up the tram!"

Naturally, I figured that this was more like it. Here this poor fool was going to treat me to a pleasant downhill forever.

Gettmg in Shape

(Continued from p.3)

The final group of preparatory exercises are called "Leg and Trunk Stretching." A mere eight in number, these exercises are hardly for improving agility and lim­b coordination. A good exercise for anyone interested in stretching in the hamstrings or Achilles tendon is the "Hamstring Achilles Stretch." Kneel on one knee with right leg extended out front. Bend forward and grasp foot with left hand, pulling gently back on foot causing stretch to back of left leg. Repeat to other side.

Another good stretcher, the low back stretcher, is accordingly a basic signal. Virtually guaranteed to alert a professor to your student's lack of interest in the subject at hand, one should by all means use this exercise. "Backbend Stretch" lie on back in hook lying position. Bring left arm up, right arm extended laterally sideward. Lower left arm to right side and touch floor while turning head. Hold, hold, eight to ten seconds. Repeat several times. Drop left arm to front, dropping knees to left, look toward shoulder. These are only the basics. With this groundwork, the fun and fit­ness have just begun. For a complete list of exercises, Getting in Shape to Ski by by Page Tederson is one of many manuals available.
Zippered for the Slopes

Although "clothes are a distant third" in terms of skiing expenses according to Chuck Loring, co-owner of The Fieldhouse, a sports apparel store in Santa Barbara, "$300 would be a conservative estimate for an avid skier to spend each season on clothes."

Loring says that a good down parka sold at his store will cost between $80 and $120 dollars, but he suggests the buyer think about getting the polar guard parkas instead, ranging from $50 to $85 dollars, because they do not get wet and clump like down.

Loring further warns that labeling controversies are brewing over the down industry because a great deal of cheap and synthetic down has infiltrated the market and is being sold. "The thing with down is that you never know what you are getting."

Although of an excellent quality, Loring admits that most of the apparel his store sells is "nice to have, but..."

Simply styling out for the ski bunny life can be discouraging for one's checkbook. Bib overalls alone can cost over $200 dollars. Modeling ski wear provided by The Fieldhouse are (upper and lower left) Cindy Mizer, (upper right and center) Jolie Toellner, and (lower right and center) Kathy Linehan.

Photos by Karl Mondon
Salt Lake on Five Disasters a Day

(Continued from p.15)

caused the first real taste of air and snow and ice in the square. I had a feeling that today was the day you reach for the toilet paper at night. I was worried that you shouldn’t have waited so long to shop.

I soon found that Utah had another truly unknown in the Big Bear area. Snow. I thought that sledging would be the greatest sport, but I was surprised how much snow there was.

I turned the engine over, only to be informed by a parking attendant that the recent snowstorm had left too much snow on the road, and the road could not be cleared without chains, and not for a couple of hours at that.

I'd had it. There was just no way in the world I was going to stop there. My way in the world was to go with those dam chains again. I forced a very, very strange friend into the car, and with wheels spinning for want of traction, we navigated our way, ignoring the shouts and warnings of the lot attendant, I hit the guardrail.

I was immediately overjoyed to see all around me a sure sign that a number of other skiers had tried to escape the parking lot. All around me were the dark, edgy, artificial crag which they blow out of holes in the mountains with the help of a fire hose. I cursed by everything on four wheels. I cursed by everything on four wheels. I cursed by everything on four wheels. I cursed by everything on four wheels. I cursed by everything on four wheels. I cursed by everything on four wheels.

We got off the hill about two hours later, and were home free... until I ran out of gas about 20 feet from the freeway on-ramp. I hitch-hiking to the nearest gas station. It's too painful to recall...

After 5. ___________________

Food

9:30 Pm: Congrats on your 5th anniv. in Bla in. It’s a thrill and give you A Always Right.

Get on a movie set. Call Richard or Delia. Call 964-7417. Fee required. No exp.

Room & Board for 2 M at FT. Beg. 968-4600. Room & Board for 2 M at FT. Beg. 968-4600.

1) Don’t have to pinch your butt. Are you ready? Your not getting older, just fun to eat I but is this true?

You can’t drive a four-piece family car. It’s too painful to recall...

We did get home at last, ob­viously. I must have been under the baleful influence of some woman, because I was thankful to be back, I pulled up in front of me. I shal! wait my turn and get to pinch your butt. Are you ready? Your not getting older, just fun to eat I but is this true?

Second: I saw you Wed. nite- but I didn’t get to pinch your butt. Are you ready? Your not getting older, just fun to eat I but is this true?

We needed to share 2 bedroom cond. on S. Bla ave. 1980-1996. Phone 968-9433. Room & Board for 2 M at FT. Beg. 968-4600.

Dennis, 964-7518. 968-2308 eve.


We needed to share 2 bedroom cond. on S. Bla ave. 1980-1996. Phone 968-9433. Room & Board for 2 M at FT. Beg. 968-4600.

Room & Board for 2 M at FT. Beg. 968-4600.

Asm: Women. Both 27, handsome athletic, college grads. Send info to P.O. box OX Poo: Congrats on your 5th anniv. in Bla in. It’s a thrill and give you A Always Right.

krause: Women. Both 27, handsome athletic, college grads. Send info to P.O. box 25097-B, Los Angeles, CA 90027.
Election...

(Continued from p.2)

Measure B, which would have raised A.S. fees by $0.50 per quarter to fund the current voter turnout, with 75 percent of the vote, had a 11.9 percent opposition vote. It received a two-thirds voter approval.

Success in the special election were Lance Orlif and Brian MacDonald, who will fill the two vacant council seats. Orlif, who ran a campaign favorable to Measure B, got 229 votes or 92.71 percent of the total vote. MacDonald, who will fill the two vacant council seats, got 229 votes or about 28 percent of the total vote. The rest of the vote was captured by Brian R. Reynolds, head of the Department of Public Works, to choose a council seat. If the EIR will cost more than $15,000, approval of the Board of Supervisors is required before a consultant is hired. The fee for the EIR is $1,500.

The final EIR is submitted for approval.

The final EIR is submitted for approval to the Grading Department and the Planning Department of Public Works and then to the State Lands Commission and the Coastal Commission. Construction of the seawall can't be started until these departments approve the EIR.

Nigel Buxton, a Del Playa resident, is one of the coordinators of the 2.56 foot seawall project. According to Buxton, the Coastal Commission has said that it is likely to be another heavy winter. Buxton said, "Night now, we have no sand build-up. Winter takes sand from the beach and it is washed back up during the summer. Last winter was so severe that not enough sand was returned during the summer, so we have very little sand protection."

Due to the high cost of constructing a seawall, residents want Del Playa to become a special assessment district. Buxton continued, "We have enough petitions to start an assessment district. If the Board of Supervisors approves the proposal, the Department of Public Works will hire a consultant."

Psychology Union Gets Involved

By ROBERTA LYNCH

Psychology students looking for a unique way to get involved in their department without having to become a professor might consider joining the Psychology Students’ Union.

One purpose of the union is to represent psych students as a whole; it’s the governing body of the department “really open to faculty,” according to senior psychology major Dave Altman.

Additionally, the union places students representatives on numerous faculty committees. These committees include undergraduate affairs, executive, academic conduct, faculty evaluation and the main department meeting.

A abroad proposal was instituted recently because the union wanted to make them more convenient for everyone. Additionally, the union will help students get to know their professors better. A faculty evaluation forum was held last Tuesday night to discuss courses and the effectiveness of various professors.

Meetings are very informal and are held twice a month. Various members’ apartments are used for the meetings and the location switches every time. Meetings are held on different nights of the week to make them more convenient for everyone.

Altman considers the psychology department “really open to students” and he finds that the faculty “are very receptive to us.” Students having questions or wanting to join the union can leave a message in the Psychology Union office. Meetings are Monday nights, 7 p.m., or they can leave a note in the main departmental office.
Environmentalists Ask: 'Wilderness Management — A Contradiction in Terms?'

If Big Brother must watch over us in the wilderness, couldn’t he at least be out of the woods, couldn’t it be least step behind a tree?

This is the essence of a plea made by History and Environmental Studies Professor Roderick Nash of UC Santa Barbara who spent some time last week in the Grand Canyon.

And if the time-honored backpacker killed by a bear than to have signs at every campsite?

Proponents of such measures are those with no training in wilderness appreciation and protection.

This endowed lectureship is designed as a major forum for wilderness philosophy, with copies of the lectures being sent to all state and federal land management agencies.

By definition, wilderness is the uncontrolled, Professor Nash said, and management means control, hence the impenetrability. Some form of management is necessary because it is impossible for any visitor to the back country and their varying standards of environmental behavior.

Wilderness Management: A Contradiction in Terms?

The historian insisted that it is possible to manage wilderness without "environmental sense of the understood," and that there are alternatives to the land control, a place, in fact, to escape from the freedom for the individual in an even more managed world.

Yet faced, for example, with 15,000 or so people traveling down the Colorado River through the Grand Canyon as happened this year, what is to be done? How can we enjoy the wilderness, be a mountain range or Joshua grove, and at the same time, be the author of the award-winning book, "The American Mind," in its ninth edition?

The answer may lie in changing the degree and nature of the environmental controls to where it is unfeasible as possible, and in developing a program that will enter the wilderness be entered, he said.

"The elements of risk, the presence of danger and mystery, should be cherished and protected," he told his Idaho audience of 1,000 persons in his talk.

In French Free Performances Of Ionesco Plays

CAMPUS life may seem a bit too hectic for some students at Santa Barbara who spend too much time moving thing in the back country. And better to have some visitors gone to have signs at every trail crossing.

"If the time-honored back-country practice of "emulating the hero" by bearing oven fires is no longer practical because of the great number of people in an area then it's better to restrict the numbers than to have to require signing out of fires as it is currently required in the Grand Canyon.

"Either than sending "waves of patrolling, ticket-writing rangers through the mountains and down the canyons" to police the actions of backpackers, why not require wilderness licenses "as evidence of no-trace camping skill," just as we require licenses for driving cars and flying planes, he asked.

"And it's time to give self-guided and well-trained and properly-equipped parties precedence over commercial companies and guided safaris in allocating limited time in the wilderness."

Writing a check to a professional guide is no substitute for physical, intellectual and psychological preparedness, he insisted.

"Let those who want to go good enough and complete and qualify as they do, for instance, see the nation's universitless, rather than buy their way through the wilderness."

Dr. Nash, who was introduced as one of the most experienced wilderness travelers in the West, concluded his lecture by declaring that the "no-trace camping" manager is the way to manage the wilderness.

"Upon this seemingly yet unavoidable responsibility hangs the fate of everything the wilderness preservation movement has tried to achieve. The sad alternative is to have wilderness that is not wild."
Coach Tom Lionvale bills the occasion as "a collision of giants." Runner Joe Ebhiner knows the event with destiny as "Us against those Washington State running crazies." To teammate Chris LeBold, listed as probable for the event, tomorrow at 11 a.m. at Woodward Park in Fresno, UCSB will compete in perhaps the biggest meet in cross country season and win, lose or draw, the season can hardly be labeled as anything but a phenomenal success.

For senior and team leader Mike LeBold, listed as probable for the line with the consequences as yet undetermined. "Lionvale tries not to, but can't help looking even further. "We'll be up against the best from the United States (Oregon), the best from Kenya (Washington State) and the Colombians (Nevada Reno)." We'll be running especially hard against Irvine though, they're our main competition for our conference title." It's too bad that an entire season filled with countless accomplishments can be thrown by the wayside, but such is the structure of college cross country. The Gauchos will compete in perhaps the biggest meet in cross country season and win, lose or draw, the future is now, especially for senior and team leader Mike LeBold, listed as probable for the event. For senior and team leader Mike LeBold, listed as probable for the first three finishers. "LeBold and Ebhiner are fairly well recovered but all our men are very hungry. Very." Lionvale says. Tomorrow at 11 a.m. at Woodward Park in Fresno, UCSB will compete in perhaps the biggest meet in cross country season and win, lose or draw, the season can hardly be labeled as anything but a phenomenal success.
Unlikely Star at Year’s Outset, Pearsall is Newest Spiker Key

By RICHARD BORNSTEIN
It used to be that you could count on certain things in intercollegiate athletics.

Until Pittsburg won the football title a few years ago, who ever heard of an Eastern school besides Penn State competing for the national championship. North Carolina-Charlotte made it to the semi-finals of the basketball tournament and everybody asked, North Carolina Who?

Then, two years ago Ohio State went to the finals of the NCAA volleyball championships and more than a few eyebrows were raised. Everyone knew the finals should be between two California schools. And then, sure enough, before UCLA hosted their annual intercollegiate tournament a couple of weeks ago, Utah State was the number one women’s volleyball team in the nation.

So it should come as no surprise that a woman from Florida is starting for the Gauchos women’s volleyball team. What is a little surprising is that she is a junior college transfer from Miami-Dade JC, a school not too familiar to the traditional volleyball powers.

Now, Mary Pearsall just doesn’t start for the team, she is an integral part of the squad’s resurgence of late—the one that began during the third game against UCLA.

“We had lost to USC in three straight, but it was closer than that,” Pearsall said. “After we lost the first two games to UCLA we got together and finally started playing with some confidence. We decided, ‘who cares who we’re playing, let’s just play our game.’ We won the next one and the crowd got behind us and we felt we could win.

Before the Bruin contest, UCSB was erratic to put it mildly, awful to put it bluntly, and not playing to its potential to put it realistically. Then the metamorphosis and it is a new team playing on the court.

I think Kathy’s coach Gregory yelled has had a lot to do with our improvement,” Pearsall continued. “She is always yelling at us to do certain things and we finally did. Our concentration has really improved and that’s the biggest difference. In the UCLA game we were concentrating so hard, we were emotionally ready and we played well.”

When Gregory talks about Pearsall she speaks of her intensity on the court, her competitiveness, and her concentration. She says it is Pearsall’s defensive and ball control that are her strengths.

“Santa Clara is another fine team that will give us a good game. With wins over Cal and Santa Clara we will be going into the game of the season against Santa Clara, a team of very high hopes, so they will merely be playing the role of the spoiler. This is something we were concentrating so hard, we were emotionally ready and we played well.”

UCSB may know their fate by Sunday morning prior to their final NCAA playoffs today with a victory over U.C. Berkeley. The three games that UCSB had to forfeit were of little consequence to their chances, as they are in the Bay Area. As a result, all they need to do is win their two remaining matches to assure themselves of a spot in the NCAA playoffs.

Mary Pearsall, an unlikely Gaucho star this year, is shown making a successful pass.

Berkeley Match to Decide Gauchos Fate

Masters of their fate, the UCSB soccer team can clinch a spot in the NCAA playoffs today with a victory over U.C. Berkeley. With wins over Cal and Santa Clara we will be going into the game of the season against Santa Clara, a team of very high hopes, so they will merely be playing the role of the spoiler. This is something we were concentrating so hard, we were emotionally ready and we played well.”

Mary Pearsall, an unlikely Gaucho star this year, is shown making a successful pass.

LA - NEW YORK
$99* - one way
Confmed seats
No minimum/maximum stay
Go any date – return any date
Go one way or round trip
First come, first served – book early
Depart LA: every Thursday
Depart NY: every Friday
Contact
A.S. TRAVEL
UCCen 3167 • M-F 10-1
120 Holiday supplement and 15.95 tax to be added.

Looking for a GOOD
Self-Service Carwash?
DALE
CAR BATH
is the place to go. The great equipment and nice facilities are worth the drive to S.B.
527 Anacapa St. at Cota
Open 24 Hours
DOUG CONNOR STICKHANDLES PAST “Phuckers Unleashed” defensemen Ralph Hawes, enroute to scoring on of his two goals for “What the Puck” in a 3-2 victory. What the Puck is the now the unbeaten team in the IM A Division Floor Hockey league with a 9-0 record, but the game was a physical battle, and the two rivals are sure to square off again when playoff time comes around.

Pearsall is New Key

(Continued from p. 183)

She said we may not get to the Nationals, but we would be playing the best in the nation-USC, UCLA etc.-if I could play here. “Kathy is a well-known coach,” she continued. “I heard about her type of coaching—verbal abuse—and I used to that. I felt she would push me. Kathy has helped my game.

Of all the teams in Miami, Pearsall thinks maybe two could compete with most of the teams in California. Tonight she and the Gauchos get another chance at USC in Rob Gym. The Trojans are among the top teams in the country and have won the national championship the last two years. “You almost think the players out here are like Gods, when you’re in Florida,” she says. “But, then you realize that most of the teams out here are well-balanced and play consistently. Volleyball is tops here. I can go out any time and get a game. In Miami, I had a tough time trying to find people to play against.

Tonight, number 14 from Florida, will be out there with the California players, and the other people, like herself.

Snyder. He believes that by the entire team gaining in balance offensively, that teams who key on Dobrott will pay for it when the remainder of UCSB picks up the slack.

San Diego State, a club team this year, will be mostly a tune-up match for the Gauchos, who will be gearing themselves for the PCAs.

The meet will consist of a four team bracket, of which the breakdown is not yet finalized. Much of their final decision may very well rest on the outcome of Friday’s match as the two clubs are tied for second with 6-2 conference records, as is Long Beach State.

But it was the improved team play of Carey Okazaki, the team’s top scorer, and the emergence of Woody Lavayen that most pleased.

Poloists Seeking Respect And Revenge Against Host Waves

Respect. Like Rodney Dangerfield desires, UCSB’s water polo team is now seeking it. And in the ensuing two weeks, they will have the opportunity to earn the respect they deserve.

Today the Gauchos are in Malibu to face the Waves of Pepperdine at 2:30 p.m. in what should prove to be a very competitive and physical battle between the teams. With no love lost between the teams anyway, the situation this time is compounded in the Gauchos mind because of an early season 9-7 loss in the Campus Pool.

On Saturday UCSB will end its regular season with an 11 a.m. battle with San Diego State’s club team in the Campus Pool. Then the big test of the season comes, that of the PCAA championships at Ohlone JC in Fremont. It is here especially that UCSB will seek to earn their opponents respect.

“It was a combination of a couple of things,” head coach Pete Snyder said in reference to UCSB’s first loss to Pepperdine. “First of all we played quiet a bit of the time on defense because we missed our shots. The second thing is that Pepperdine was very keyed up and we were not quite at that level.”

This time though Snyder expects the Gauchos mental attitude to be different, and the mistakes fewer, which will hopefully result in a reversal of the previous decision. “The first time it was sort of a frustrating defeat. We have some things to prove to ourselves this second time around. We still feel teams don’t respect us like they should.”

The most important strategy will be to shut down the potent Pepperdine attack, anchored solidly by All-American Terry Schroeder. If they are successful on defense, UCSB will then seek to exploit its own strengths, that of the fast-break and counterattack.

A week ago things were going right for UCSB as they registered an 8-7 upset of PCAA leaders U.C. Irvine. In the game John Dobrott collected four goals to up his season total to 35. Tailed twice.

But it was the improved team play of Carey Okazaki, the team’s top scorer, and the emergence of Woody Lavayen that most pleased.

Snyder. He believes that by the entire team gaining in balance offensively, that teams who key on Dobrott will pay for it when the remainder of UCSB picks up the slack.

San Diego State, a club team this year, will be mostly a tune-up match for the Gauchos, who will be gearing themselves for the PCAs.

The meet will consist of a four team bracket, of which the breakdown is not yet finalized. Much of their final decision may very well rest on the outcome of Friday’s match as the two clubs are tied for second with 6-2 conference records, as is Long Beach State. But it was the improved team play of Carey Okazaki, the team’s top scorer, and the emergence of Woody Lavayen that most pleased.
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Snyder. He believes that by the entire team gaining in balance offensively, that teams who key on Dobrott will pay for it when the remainder of UCSB picks up the slack.

San Diego State, a club team this year, will be mostly a tune-up match for the Gauchos, who will be gearing themselves for the PCAs.

The meet will consist of a four team bracket, of which the breakdown is not yet finalized. Much of their final decision may very well rest on the outcome of Friday’s match as the two clubs are tied for second with 6-2 conference records, as is Long Beach State. But it was the improved team play of Carey Okazaki, the team’s top scorer, and the emergence of Woody Lavayen that most pleased.
A short course in Bonded Bourbon.

First lesson: Bonded Bourbon is so unique that it took an act of Congress (in 1897) to establish the standards for Old Grand-Dad and other Bonded whiskeys.

Old Grand-Dad Bonded is authentic Kentucky sour-mash Bourbon, made with pure limestone water, the finest grains, and aged in new charred-oak barrels.

Only Bonded whiskies have a green tax stamp. It's your guarantee that the whiskey is at least four years old. Old Grand-Dad Bonded is always aged longer.


100 is perfect. Bonded Bourbon must be 100 proof. No more. No less.

Final exam. You need only one sip to recognize the clearly superior quality and taste of Old Grand-Dad.

Cheers!